
Little wonder Sometimes simpler is better, and Mira’s minimal, space-saving 
design has everything you need for a calming, enjoyable 
outdoor sauna without overcomplicating things.

Mira can be installed on terraces, balconies and smaller 
gardens, with the small, lightweight components enabling 
easy hoist-free assembly. The S and L size options, which can 
accommodate up to two and four users respectively, allow you 
to make the most of the available space in your outdoor area. 
There are also two colors available for the exterior cladding, 
with a stunning natural look and a sleek black finish to choose 
between.

Despite its carefully considered, practical design, this minimalist 
outdoor sauna doesn’t compromise on style or comfort, with 
attractive LED lighting behind the backrest and a high-quality 
wood finish inside and out.

Mira Mira model L in black cladding
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MIRA L in natural cladding MIRA L in black cladding MIRA S in natural cladding    MIRA S in black cladding

Key features

Two sizes available
The Mira outdoor sauna has a 
choice of two sizes; Mira S is 
designed to fit in the tightest 
of spaces while Mira L offers 
a little extra width for added 
comfort.

Two color options
Mira’s exterior cladding 
comes in thermo-spruce with 
a choice of a natural or black 
finish.

Stylish design
Mira features an attractively 
painted and impregnated 
base frame along with ther-
mo-aspen interior cladding 
and a large front clear glass.

Suitable equipment
Helo Vienna heater and 
control unit for Mira S model 
and Auroom x HUUM Core 
together with UKU Glass con-
troller for Mira L model.

Interior LED lighting
High-quality embedded LED 
lighting behind the backrest 
adds an extra-stylish touch to 
the attractive Mira sauna.

Easy assembly
Lightweight components 
enable an easy hoist-free 
assembly

MIRA model SMIRA model L
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